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NEW QUESTION: 1
You have a Cisco UCS environment. In which two ways can you
track network usage trends during a six month period? (Choose
two.)

A. service templates in Cisco UCS Manager
B. collection policies in Cisco UCS Manager
C. CiscoWorks Device Fault Manager
D. Device Discovery in Cisco Prime Data Center Network Manager
E. Cisco Performance Manager
Answer: B,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
GoForBroke Broker-Dealers has distributed a list of ten mutual
funds that it suggests are top-notch funds worthy of
recommendation by GoForBroke's agents. Coincidentally, all the
funds on this list also happen to be those that execute the
majority of their trades through GoForBroke.
Is GoForBroke in violation of any FINRA rules?
A. Yes. GoForBroke is prohibited from selling shares of mutual
funds that execute their trades through the broker-dealer. This
rule is in place to avoid conflicts of interest.
B. Yes. By distributing a list naming specific funds that
coincidentally all happen to execute a lot of trades through
GoForBroke, the broker-dealer is violating FINRA's
anti-reciprocal rule.
C. No. GoForBroke only distributed a list of fund names; it did
not offer its agents any form of additional compensation for
selling the funds on that list.
D. No. As long as the list consists of more than five funds,
GoForBroke has not violated any FINRA rules.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation: Yes. By distributing a list naming specific funds
that coincidentally all happen to execute a lot of trades
through GoForBroke, the broker-dealer is violating FINRA's
anti-reciprocal rule. Even though GoForBroke does not appear to
be offering its agents any additional compensation for selling
shares of these funds, it is promoting them above other funds
that aren't conducting as many trades through the
broker-dealer. Recommendations should be based on a specific
client's needs, not on the money the fund generates for the
broker-dealer. There is no rule that prohibits a broker-dealer
from selling shares of mutual funds that execute their trades
through them.

NEW QUESTION: 3
In Multi-channel Cascading, the prioritie at using the multiple
channels is ( ).
A. Upper-level MCU &lt; Lower-level MCU
B. they are the same
C. user can define it
D. Upper-level MCU &gt; Lower-level MCU

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Had Einstein not been such a ______ mathematician, many of our
engineering Accomplishments may
have taken many years before even reaching the drawing board.
A. superb
B. prodigious
C. qualified
D. prosaic
E. prophetic
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Actually all of the answer choices lend themselves to this
question. Remember SAT is looking for the best
choice and Choice A, "prodigious" or extraordinary in degree,
is the only choice actually rising to the
occasion to praise such an accomplished mathematician.
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